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Welcome to Sculpture at
Bathers 2022. This is our fifth
event since beginning in 2013
and our founding premise, to
reveal the works of Western
Australian sculptors, remains
a guiding principle.

More than 150 sculptors from our
community will have participated in
this special opportunity, with a core
group of regulars being continually
refreshed with new sculptors.
The sculptors whose works are
exposed in this event will have their
presence etched in the memories of
visitors drawn to the unique encounters,
sometimes with the artist, sometimes
with the work alone, sometimes both.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

The exhibition has established itself
on the state calendar of eagerly
anticipated festivals, existing
comfortably within the cultural
agenda of the City of Fremantle
whose support is highly valued.
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Federal and State funding has enabled
us to employ a management team and
pay artist fees for the first time. This
has placed us on a more professional
footing that may well underwrite future
exhibitions.

Funding has also allowed us to
present S@B5: GLOW, an enhanced
lighting installation giving the
exhibition another life after dark.
This coupled with artist led tours in
the evenings will make for a rich
experience for those who take part.
Alongside our management team
there is a strong active committee
and a wider network of volunteers,
sponsors, patrons and supporters.
Hopefully the rewards of participation
and identification as a Bathers team
member compensate for the hard
yards, frustrations and long hours.
As I write this the hot days have set in
and I fully appreciate the commitment
of 73 artists working away in their
studios, looking forward to the
uniquely transformative experience
that proximity to the Indian Ocean
can bring.

Tony Jones Cit WA OAM
Chair

Sculpture at Bathers sincerely acknowledges the generous support of all our partners.
This distinctively Western Australian exhibition is made possible by:
P RI nC I PA L PA RT n E RS

S U P P o RT I n G PA RT nERS

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

2022 PA RT n E R S
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A contemporary sculpture
exhibition that supports and
promotes Western Australian
artists is vital for the longevity
and sustainability of our arts.
In this fractured time, it is
imperative to see the arts thrive,
and I cannot see a better way
than an event like S@B to
nurture this.
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I have witnessed the evolution and
development of this significant art
exhibition from 2013, and am
delighted to see it take place once
more in 2022.
I have attended all four of the previous
exhibitions which were organised
largely by a voluntary committee of
artists, arts workers and professionals.
I cannot speak highly enough of their
success in bringing well deserved
attention to the work of Western
Australian sculptors.

Sculpture at Bathers has continued to
gain momentum and gather support
from local businesses, funding bodies,
patrons, sponsors, artists and the
wider community. I urge you to support
our artists and celebrate the diversity of
Western Australian sculptors.

Janet Holmes à Court AC
Exhibition Patron

An open invitation for entries allowed
artists to submit a proposal and
nominate their preferred site within the
precinct. A rigorous selection process
held by the Lead Curator with a
professional curatorial team assessed
submissions for contemporaneity,
relationship to site and use of
materials, resulting in 73 diverse
artists being featured.
S@B5 offers an immersive experience
of both large-scale outdoor sculpture
and intimate indoor 3D works in
Kidogo Arthouse. An emphasis is
placed on the outdoor experience with
39 sculptures adorning the beach,
bush and boardwalks and 26 indoors.
In a first, this cultural and environmental engagement continues past
the artists’ studios at the J Shed to
sculptures located at Fremantle Ports
and the Republic of Fremantle.
The familiar experiences of being
outdoors and encountering works of
art have taken on a new meaning in
our changed community; they offer
the comforts of nature and culture,

community and solitude, engagement
and reflection.
Indeed one of the tangible aspects of
S@B is the embracing community
spirit: it is not a reserved enclave for
the few, rather we have a curatorial
premise of widely inviting sculptors to
participate. This ensures we exhibit a
talented range of established,
alongside emerging and rising artists,
with a solid representation of regional
artists underscoring the exhibition.
The Bathers Beach Art Precinct is an
area of both natural beauty and World
Heritage significance, being close to
where the convicts were first brought
ashore to Fremantle in 1850. However
it is not only this recent history that we
acknowledge, but the significance of
the Indigenous story of the land of
Fremantle, Walyalup. I encourage you
to experience S@B5 in the full context
of its singular location.

Sandra Murray
Artistic Director/Lead Curator

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Sculpture at Bathers is
distinguished by the fact that
it is distinctively Western
Australian; we are committed
solely to exhibiting artists from
this State. The impetus to create
a re-energised and focused
model for S@B5 was in part
sparked by a new curatorial
approach in tandem with a
recalibration owing to Covid-19.
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Tony Pankiw
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Beneath the sea 2022
aluminium, LED light
240 x 210 x 100 cm
$15,000
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Drawing on many years of experience designing
and constructing site speciﬁc sculpture for public
spaces and places, Pankiw is further developing his
series of portals, or interactive artworks. Beneath
the sea is a continuation of a series of sculptures
referencing the organic nature of the ocean - sea
creatures, seaweeds, corals and ocean currents. This
work allows visitors to focus their thoughts of the
sea while creating an enticing photo opportunity
for the sunset against the Indian Ocean.
Sponsored by Capral Aluminium

............................................................................................................................................
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Melanie Maclou

Wind dancers 2022
aluminium tube, perforated
aluminium plate, LED light
400 x 60 x 60 cm
$45,000 set of 5, or $10,000 each
Dancing ﬂowers feel the sun on their petals
and the breeze on their faces. Celebrating
their existence by dancing to the rhythms of
nature and lighting up at night when the
moon comes to play.
Wind Dancer Haiku
Elegant ﬂowers
dancing free, with the summer
salt, sand, sun and sea
Sponsored by Capral Aluminium

The thinker 2022
stainless steel, hand rolled glass, silicone
130 x 45 x 35 cm
$13,500
This sculpture represents a child holding a 'thinking
pose’: hand under the chin and other arm holding
the elbow. The metal frame and the transparency
of the glass allows the outside environment to
inﬂuence the work. Time becomes an important
element for this work as is the landscape in which
the sculpture sits. This work continues the artist’s
exploration and interest in the human ﬁgure in
relation to nature and technology.

oUTDooR
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Gordon Mitchell

Glass half full 2022
stainless steel, mirror stainless steel
300 x 180 x 180 cm
$33,000

Glass half full is inspired by the proverbial phrase creating a light hearted sculpture reﬂecting how
we respond to our world in very uncertain times.
The mirror elements capture the environment and
the viewer using their images as part of the work
which challenges our interpretation of what is real/
physical and what is implied/temporary. How do
we respond to our environment and discover our
place playfully?

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Alessandra Rossi
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nic Compton

Reclaimed 2022
Jarrah
160 x 70 x 20 cm
$8,500

Reclaimed is a piece of the ocean’s ﬂotsam
thrown up onto the beach as a giant discarded,
decomposing shell. This becomes a home for
barnacles and corals, later decomposing,
completely releasing the organisms acquired
minerals to be reassembled as new forms of life.
A beach house is a place where you might ﬁnd
collected oddities and interesting shells,
driftwood or ﬂotsam from ﬁshing boats and
other strange and less identiﬁable objects
washed up by the sea or delivered to the shore
from the interior.

oUTDooR
Megan Baker

Laid to rest 2021
timber, paint
c 90 x 50 x 30 cm
$900

Laid to rest is a physical representation of
the artist's attempt to come to terms with
ingrained feelings of guilt by relinquishing
ownership of their disabled body.
The cofﬁns, stained with dirt in shallow
graves, suggest that the ritual of burying
and resurfacing, of both the cofﬁns and the
feelings they represent, has occurred many
times and will continue to keep happening.
A poetic declaration absolving the artist of
guilt is inscribed across the three cofﬁns
and reads ‘I am a vessel’, ‘It will die with me’
or ‘It will poison the earth.’

Sculpture at Bathers 2022
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Richie Kuhaupt

The dress 2021
mild steel sheet
200 x 60 x 60 cm
$3,000
Inspired by dress
patterns which allow 3D
objects to be produced
from 2D drawings, the
artist has created this
dress with scarf from a
pattern and in steel sheet.
The ﬁgure, while absent, can
be envisaged looking out to
sea, shielding her eyes from
the sun.

............................................................................................................................................
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Stephanie Reisch
& Bernard Taylor

All that we will remember 2022
glass aquarium, timber, sand, dead coral,
rocks and found wood
176 x 188.5 x 81.5 cm
$7,000

All that we will remember is a large water ﬁlled
aquarium devoid of life, sitting on a funerary pyre
overlooking the ocean. There is an immediate
surreal sensibility that emanates not only from
seeing a ﬁsh tank waiting to be cremated, but also
in the tank’s unusual emptiness – other than the
few white rocks and dead coral contained within.
The aquarium evokes a cofﬁn and a funeral, a bleak
portent for the world’s vast oceans. It is a contained
echo of its limitless surroundings, creating a
dialogue between the ﬁnite and the inﬁnite; and
the transition between the two.

Djildjit - school of ﬁsh 2022
palm inﬂorescence and ochre
c 60 - 80 x 25 cm diameter
$1,950 group of 3
Egan’s works explore her personal and cultural
relationships to Country, to Nyoongar Boodja.
They document the relationships between places,
people, plants and animals while also reminding us of
our role as custodians, to care for the natural world.
‘In considering different points of view of the earth,
the cosmos and the oceans, we need to recognise our
obligation to nurture an awareness of our impact on
the earth. In Aboriginal culture, everything is
connected and equal – all life comes from the same
atoms. Humans are not above nature. We live
alongside simultaneous beauty and devastation’.

oUTDooR

Sharyn Egan

Sculpture at Bathers 2022
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Valerie Schönjahn

Parasite 2022
timber, handmade porcelain
150 x 200 x 150 cm
$5,000
Parasite belongs to a series of sculptural works exploring the
relationship between different materials and the beauty arising
from these unexpected connections. This timber is from a locally
grown Pohutukawa tree removed to make way for an inﬁll
project. The discarded timber is re-purposed and preserved,
using the Japanese tradition of Shou Sugi Ban. Handmade
porcelain details seek to inhabit the dark and bare stem.
Responding to our local cultural and natural context this crosscultural mix of techniques, timber and knowledge, highlights
possibilities of different elements coming together and their
reliance on each other in forging new forms.

............................................................................................................................................
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Sam Hopkins

Balancing act 2022
Corten steel, gabion basket
plinth, local moss rock
190 x 135 x 130 cm
$13,500

The artist continues to explore the balance of
manufacturing and nature through metal inﬂation.
It is a way of sculpting that breathes life into metal
and transforms steel from a ﬂat and unpliable state
into something soft, ﬂuid and organic. Seeking to
create positive and negative compositions of space
and a dichotomy of hard and soft, weightlessness
and heft.

Key change for Lucy 2022
bronze, stainless steel ﬁxing
45 x 150 x 50 cm
$45,000

This work is inspired by the story of the artist’s 3rd great
grandparents. William and Lucy arrived from England,
at the southern tip of Manjaree (Bathers Beach), currently
known as Anglesea Point, on the 23 August 1829, on the
Marquis of Anglesea. The ship was pushed onto the rocks
in a gale resulting in the loss of cargo and personal
belongings including the Glover’s piano. Having survived
the shipwreck, Lucy miraculously found their cherished box
piano on the beach the following morning. This work
recognises the many settlers who arrived with little, as
indentured servants in a strange new land.

oUTDooR
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Tom de Munk-Kerkmeer

Human - nature 2021
wood, metal, plastic, acrylic paint
200 x 300 x 300 cm
3 pieces $2,500 each
Contemplating contemporary complexities, de MunkKerkmeer uses various forms of raw and processed
matter to create abstract objects. These objects relate
to each other through form, materiality and colour.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Greg James
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Anne Grotian

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

In line 2022
stoneware clay high ﬁred, stain, glaze
80 x 250 x 100 cm
$12,000
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For some time Grotian’s studio work has been
concerned with developing the form of a spinning
top. With the act of super sizing the spinning top is
transformed into something monumental and
changes its visual impact. The new work looks into
movement, dance, playfulness and commedia
dell'arte. In times of Covid-19 these ideas are
needed. The artist works in ﬁgurative sculpture but
also as a potter. The spinning tops are made using
the ancient technique of coiling.

............................................................................................................................................
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Tania Spencer

Kelp 2022
copper
3 pieces c 250 x 80 x 70 cm each
$8,000 each
This work was initially derived from the
collection of the shells the artist inherited
from her grandmother. When she stayed with
her Nan and Pop, they would explore their
collection of beautiful shells and corals. This
gave rise to a love for the shapes and patterns
of marine life. When she began making, these
shapes unconsciously emerged; ﬂuid lines
and waves of wire, the gentle movement of
the plants and animals under the water by
the swell and waves.

This work is an artistic interpretation of a core
sample taken in the distant future. Thousands of
years from now, how will our civilisation be viewed
and will our knowledge and technological
advancements actually be our downfall?

oUTDooR

Core of the problem 2021-22
limestone, concrete, galvanised steel
202 x 120 x 120, 156 x 120 x 120 cm
large: $4,800, small: $4,000, both: $8,200
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Richard Hammer

Whirlitunias 2021
recycled bicycle wheels,
aluminium, steel
5 works: 90 x 90 x 40 cm each,
300 cm masts
$6,000

Whirlitunias is a collection of wind-driven, rotating wheels.
Brightly coloured, these playful oversized ﬂowers together
form a small cluster, where each member is free to revolve
in response to the wind. Each individual component, made
up of two contra-rotating wheels of different sizes,
maintains its own delicate choreography while together
they present an ensemble all dancing to the same music.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Britt Mikkelsen
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Sponsored by Capral Aluminium
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Brett Todman

Cocoon 2022
tinted synthetic polymer acrylonitrile,
copper, crystal, sound pod speaker
140 x 230 x 130 cm
$6,800
Cocoon is a sculpture about healing, meditating,
dreaming, combining old and new materials
recycled timbers and acrylics with harmony.
A space, a place to reﬂect, once inside the yellow
orange clad cocoon one feels bathed and
surrounded in light making it easier to move to
higher vibrations and visions. A search for harmony
in nature, Todman strives for full activation of all
senses allowing for wind, light, touch and sound to
combine in this piece.

............................................................................................................................................
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Anton Lord

pixelled() 2020
polypropylene drums, ABS plastic case,
PVC jacketed copper cable, LED light
40 x 400 x 400 cm
NFS

pixelled() is an attempt to bring chroma to the
beach and push back the darkness of night.
Using thirty 25L water drums, each internally lit with
a super bright LED strip, waves of colour, controlled
by a microprocessor brain, will form sparkles of
intensity, faint hues and a landscape of colour.

What once was ground breaking or futuristic inevitably
becomes redundant. The telegraph system, revolutionary
in its time, has been twice superseded by telecommunication and internet. A major technological
component of colonial armoury, cast steel telegraph
poles, beautiful in their own right, connect us to a
bygone era and its associated manufacturing processes.
Salvaged 19th century telegraph poles replicate an
original telegraph line. Installed slightly off the vertical
with some bases underwater and lines sagging and
broken, the work will challenge our sense of cultural and
technological superiority in a rapidly changing world.

oUTDooR

Lines of communication 2022
19th century cast telegraph poles, wire
400 x 100 x 5000 cm
NFS
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Tim Burns

Remnant armament 2022
ﬁbreglass, metal armature, LED light
260 cm diameter
$25,000

A First World War sea mine and the current corona
Covid-19 virus share similar physical and
psychological characteristics. The way they look, the
way they act on contact and of course, their obvious
capacity for explosive destruction
... 3rddegree burns.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Bruce Abbott
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Jean-Marc Rivalland

Plume 2022
wood planks, welded steel, paint
300 x 40 x 5, 150 x 40 x 5cm
$6,300 set of 5 totems (2 editions available);
$1,700 large totem x 2, $1,200 smaller totem x 3

Every day the artist walks with his dog Austin
around Manning Lake in Perth. This walk often
delivers feathers shed by the variety of birds
inhabiting this wetland environment. Intriguingly
delicate objects, they are the component of
wings which create ﬂight. These totemic-like
sculptures take inspiration from the structure of
feathers and their varied colours and patterns.

............................................................................................................................................
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Gemma Ben-Ary

Windsweepers 2022
broomsticks, moving parts
c 400 x 300 x 300 cm
$3,000 set of 3
Following on from the artist’s interest in immaterial
labour, these three sculptural objects represent the
invisible work carried out by women. Three types of
broomstick from three cultures (Filipino,
Indonesian, British) are used to make structures
that can catch the wind and spin against the sky.
These objects are loaded with many connotations
such as witchcraft, the impact of the industrial
revolution and domesticity.

Remnant 2022
stoneware with crushed
limestone and beach sand, ropes
100 x 70 x 60 cm
$1,000
Remnant is inspired by the craggy
limestone walls surrounding
Fremantle's Round House and the
weathered erosion patterns etched
into their surfaces. Temporal
processes - creation and
destruction - are embodied in the
work which is intended to be part
of the surrounding textured
landscape.

oUTDooR
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Audrey Fernandes-Satar
& Arif Satar

Kala Pani Trojan Horse 2022
ﬁbreglass, steel, stoneware clay, repurposed objects,
gold leaf, paint
200 x 250 x 60 cm
$15,000
Kala Pani Trojan Horse calls attention to the thousands of
Eucalyptus trees that were removed from the Australian
landscape and transported across the Kala Pani (Indian Ocean)
in the 19th century to India in a bid to ‘domesticate’ the Indian
and the Australian landscapes. In this sculptural installation the
emblematic ﬁgure of the Black Horse symbolises this crossing of
borders, connecting the removal of forests across continents
resulting in the devastation of ancient ecological systems.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Jenni Vacca
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Greg Molloy

Fiend 2022
stainless steel, steel rod, laser cut steel
plate, nyloc bolts, washers, powder coat
ﬁnish, electric motors, ampliﬁer,
speakers, custom spring and
percussion instrument, contact mics
200 x 200 x 200 cm
$15,000

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

This large, part-interactive, kinetic,
quadrupedal sculpture belongs to an
ongoing series of sculptures called Beasts
which are a hybridisation of all the skills in
Molloy’s practice. Industrial furniture
fabrication, stop motion puppet armatures,
anatomy studies and musical instruments
making are combined in this piece. Each
work in the Beast series is a kinetic sonic
sculpture that produces its own sound from
within its body, unique to the shape and
instruments inside.
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Tony Jones

Seagrass sentinel 2022
steel and timber
400 x 100 x 80 cm
$9,000
Seagrass is an environmental marker of the
health of the ocean, especially in our case,
offshore Fremantle, where the cement industry
has exploited its natural meadows for shell sand.
This ﬁgure could be a sentinel with its four faces
keeping a watch on our fragile future. It draws
on recycled marine hardware and other related
components to conﬁgure its presence.

Joanna Sulkowski

Linear echo 2022
mixed media
multiple pieces c 10 x 5 cm,
installed in 100-200 cm lengths
NFS

oUTDooR
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Sulkowski is a multidisciplinary artist with a
background in fashion and textile design. She
works with installations and public interventions
investigating themes of domesticity, space and
habitation. Often working in the urban environment
with unconventional materials such as packaging
products and found objects, noticing the unnoticed
and transformation of materials are persistent motifs
in her practice.

21
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Jon Tarry

Sitting out the back - one, two & three 2022
carbonised Jarrah, recycled olive oil tins
420 x 50 x 60, 320 x 50 x 60, 220 x 50 x 60 cm
$6,000, $9,000, $12,000
concrete bases $250, $350, $480
Sitting out the back is a term surfers use for waiting
for the next set. This title has multiple references
including to recycled produced timbers and olive
oil tins from local supplier Kakulas Sister. The title is
about a way of thinking and being in the world.
As ideas change, the ocean moves at will with the
next set break always in a moment of becoming.
There is a simplicity in the moves made with these
artworks, from acknowledging the life of a tree to
deeper layers of geomorphology and history.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Sponsored by Kakulas Sister

22

The impetus for this sculpture is the
idea of a circular pathway and the
repetition it creates. Each section and
shift - an echo of the other - is a
circular narrative that cycles through
the journey of life, one event at a time,
to end back where the story originated,
providing closure through a return.
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Ben Jones

oUTDooR

Tidal shift 2022
painted steel
180 x 200 x 10 cm each section
$19,800

Diatoms 2022
steel
2 pieces c 180 x 100 x 100 cm
$11,000 pair or $6,000 each
This work is informed by microscopic forms such as
plankton and diatoms. It incorporates intersecting
geometric forms. The use of CAD in the design process
allows for very precise geometry. The work is intended
to appear alien but regular, a kind of visitor in its
occupied space, a vessel awaiting departure.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Steve Tepper
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Tony Davis

Double take 2021
WA Blackbutt timber, Corten steel plate
206 x 144 x 55 cm
$18,000
Double take is an imagined artefact from 'an
unspoilt culture of my dreams', inspired by ancient
cultures and their art forms which expressed the
indelible relationships between man and
environment. It stands in mysterious ritual with
alternate variations to encourage the audience to
contemplate back-to-back enigmatic presences.
Invested with the tactile, magnetic language of
wood. It is an archive of time and place, blushed
with the smoke of burning eucalypt, the human
touch attesting to our impact on the environment.

Aeon orchids 2022
Corten steel
65 x 65 x 65 cm
$6,000
includes support structure
This artwork is a continuation in a
series of articulated sculptures.
By utilising a simple mechanism,
an elegant aesthetic is created
through repetition.

oUTDooR

Phil Gamblen

Sculpture at Bathers 2022
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Rick Vermey

Seedpod 01 2019-21
acrylic, plywood, ABS plastic components,
stainless steel fasteners, LED light
128 cm diameter
$23,000

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

This sculpture melds wonder at nature’s creativity,
with a fascination for Cartesian geometry and
grids. Initial curiosity while looking at the peculiar
formations of banksia nuts became a personal
challenge to solve a complex construction puzzle.
On a conceptual level, a seedpod is an
embodiment of hope, symbolising the potential
for growth. Hope rises... Vermey typically makes
large scale public artworks for integration within
the fabric of buildings. Liv Apartments on Queen
Victoria Street, near the Fremantle Leisure Centre,
is home to one of his local public artworks.
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Geoff overheu

The tragedy 2022
bronze, lightweight cellular
concrete, steel, enamel paint
210 x 150 x 12 cm
$16,000

The world of insects is not only intriguing but sublime - existing within
an environment, practically invisible and yet a constant presence,
an alien-like beauty inspiring dread and wonder. The ecology of the
insect world mirrors our own, on a minute as well as an inﬁnite scale.
Using bronze to construct this work memorialises, celebrates and
gives a sense of permanency to the transient, while the iconic
Corinthian column references ideals of classicism. This work is a
question of culture versus environment. What will be the end play
of these two momentous, yet seemingly conﬂicting, realities?

Sculpture at Bathers 2022
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Beverley Iles

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Unmoored 2022
reclaimed timber post, ceramic,
wild clay, steel
c 200 x 30 x 30 cm
$2,500

28

This sculpture continues the artist’s
interest in exploring how natural and
human systems interact to talk about
our relationship to place. Unmoored
uses the materials of, and visually
replicates, a jetty or wharf pylon.
A ceramic assemblage on top of a
timber post references corals.

oUTDooR
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Jina Lee

Crossing the ocean can symbolize our journey
through life. The waves we traverse are the ups and
downs and the ship helps us to make the journey.
The ship itself can represent community, family,
religion, or anything that becomes a part of our
identity. We all have our own ships and our own
waves to conquer. We are the seeds of the earth,
travelling across oceans, planting our roots, and
growing with hope. Like many Australians, we plant
ourselves and begin to grow in this beautiful
multicultural melting pot, sharing our unique
stories and culture with each other.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Voyager 2021-22
Carrara marble, Kimberley granite
110 x 90 x 70 cm
$20,000
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Sally Stoneman

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Kilter 2021
granite, recycled rabbit proof fence
125 x 80 x 45 cm
$8,000

30

The construct of TIME is a paradigm that intrigues
and informs this sculpture. We are living in the
epoch of the Anthropocene which is described as
the period of time in which human activities have
impacted the environment enough to constitute a
distinct geological change. Kilter aims to evoke the
natural forms of the Australian landscape whilst
referencing our collective need to strive for balance
with the natural world. The materiality in this work
elicits a tactile response to the environment
incorporating the recycled ‘rabbit proof’ fence (from
the Murchison station country) representing a
literal and metaphorical symbol of colonisation.

Pavel Perina

oUTDooR
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Ouroboros 2021
anodised aluminium
220 diameter x 6 cm
$12,999

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

A nature-based twisted spiral pattern depicting the
cycle of life, death and rebirth. The mathematically
deﬁned spiral pattern is Spiral Phyllotaxis, which
emerges during the growth of plants like
sunﬂowers, pine cones and pineapples. The centre
has been deliberately removed to allow the viewer's
imagination to complete the pattern, while
remaining open to individual interpretation.
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neda Bahremand
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Ancestral artefact 2021
plaster, acrylic paint, Australian
outback soil
35 x 34 x 28cm
$3,990

34

Stumbling across the object half buried,
we wonder what ancient people left this
relic. What were their songs, their loves
and their heartaches? How did they live
and how did they die? Bahremand’s
ancestors are from ancient Iran: who were
they? How many mothers and children,
and fathers and sons from then until now?
Here in another ancient land surrounded
by the presence of another people, their
beauty and their tragedy resonates.
Two cultures are connected by the
same ocean. The ocean is time.

............................................................................................................................................
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Claire Bailey

Dragon fossil 2022
found wood and animal bone, copper
100 x 50 x 60cm
$3,500
During the early stages of the pandemic Bailey was
employed by WA Museum Boola Bardip to help
install the displays and artefacts for the new
museum. This provided the opportunity to consider
our place in history and all times leading up to this
point; how subjective history is, who gets forgotten
and who gets to make history. This gave rise to the
idea of making a fossil that you can't place in time,
is it real or total fantasy, will it outlast, or be broken
down and made into something else? Will it end up
in a museum?

Ball's sculptural practice responds to
elements encountered within the
constructed environment. Working with white
stoneware clay, her sculptures explore the
spatial conﬁguration, weight and tactility of
matter. Hand-built sculptures are bisque ﬁred
and left chalkily unglazed. Through the
manipulation of material, works arrive at an
interplay of weight and weightlessness; light
and shadow; positive and negative space.
Her current work is inﬂuenced by the hydria
of Ancient Greece - investigating the shape
and construction of these traditional watercarrying vessels. In these pieces, Ball
explores the traditions of three-dimensional
expression, interrogating the space between
functional and sculptural form.

InDooR

Verve 2021
ﬁne white stoneware clay, bisque ﬁred
43 x 38 x 38 cm
$2,300

49

Kate Campbell-Pope

Island 2022
photographic prints, ceramic, graphite
70 x 28 x 5 cm complete work
9 sets of 5 boxes each, $220 per set
Island charts an ongoing endeavour to creatively
respond to the experience of place, in this case,
Wadjemup, or Rottnest Island. The visual and the
tactile reﬂect two primary means of encountering a
landscape. Our sense of scale can reduce or enlarge,
as we are drawn into fascination for the minutiae of
life forms found. Wadjemup as an island acts as a
refugium, a place where species may ﬂourish and
be protected. The boxes reﬂect the duality of
containment and vulnerability inherent in this
particular island.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Charmaine Ball

............................................................................................................................................
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Mikaela Castledine

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Loaded 2022
found timber, jute
300 x 150 x 150 cm
$12,000

36

Much of Castledine’s practice centres around
interactions between humans and animals, the curious,
contradictory and sometimes cruel way we think about,
feel for and treat other animal species. Loaded is an
examination of the selective way we apply charisma to
certain animals and not to others, and to some animals
at certain times and in certain conditions. Photographs
of outdated practices such as the loading of cattle onto
ships via cranes, with ropes tied around their horns
make us recoil and yet we can ignore other practices
which may be called inhumane by future generations.

InDooR
Vanguards 2022
painted wood, metal, perspex, mixed media
3 works:
30 x 30 x 50 cm, 2 x c 30 x 30 x 30 cm each
$4,500 each
Imagine these three vaguely aquatic creatures
emerging from the waves as a vanguard of an
unknown and unseen force. While they appear
benign and non-threatening we have no idea of
what is to follow. What are the contents of the
cargo they carry and are they aware of what their
presence here may hold? These works continue a
strand of practice based in magic realism where
realistic and fantasy elements are combined.
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Margaret Dillon

Material dialogue No 7 2021
concrete, silicone, polystyrene, wool and silk
19 x 48 x 25 cm including plinth
$1,500

Material dialogue No 7 is a continuing exploration in
which form and content are brought into being as
one; in this exercise, the material dynamic see the
concrete forms become more brutal whilst the
wool in contrast is haptic.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Peter Dailey

...............................................................................................................
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Stuart Elliott

Wetworker 2021
steel, plaster, cotton textiles, compound ﬁller
(desiccated paper, saw dust, cornice plaster and
PVA), water based paint, oil paint, spirit stain
108 x 45 cm diameter
$7,700
The presented totemic ﬁgure concerns humankind’s
vexed relationship with the marine realm. Part animal,
part machine, posture and demeanour somewhere
between ferocity and fear, predator and prey, it is
intended to make material our ambiguous state;
always fascinated but equally always at the very edge
of this great, dark unknown.

............................................................................................................................................
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Susan Flavell

Abacus crown 2021-22
found wire, second hand and gifted materials
75 x 29 x 30 cm
$390, additional works $200 - $400
Crowns for the apocalypse. The future of our children
and the environment is under threat and yet we do
nothing. If we don’t change how we live, radically,
then the future is bleak.
Flavell uses recycled, found, gifted and second hand
materials which seem ordinary but:
1. Have a holding power because of how or
when they come into a person’s life.
2. Are evocative / uncanny objects both
drawing and repelling.
3. Have properties that belong to childhood
where boundaries between self and objects
are blurred.
4. Have the power of provenance
(who touched or owned them).

InDooR

Seated nude dreaming 2021
upcycled plastic packing strapping, cane
55 x 62 x 60 cm
$1,200

Seated nude dreaming is a reworking of a
2D piece titled 'On the banig we dream',
a banig being a woven sleeping mat
traditionally used in the Philippines.
This three dimensional free formed
sculpture references Picasso’s Seated
Nude (1909-10). For many years Gavino
has been exploring the idea of
bifurcated surfaces with her woven
forms, giving static objects an
appearance of ﬂuidity and movement.
The plastic packing strapping is woven
using a technique known as whiti
(plaiting) widely used in both Maori and
Filipino weaving traditions and when
working in this way she is paying
homage to her grandfather.
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Simon Gilby

Mutation 2022
soldered steel, resin and wood
55 x 35 x 35 cm
$1,000
This artwork was started early in the pandemic
when the imagining of a catastrophic future made
the uselessness of art seem a freeing thing.
Just making was its own reward.
Underlying this was the idea that we humans are a
conglomerate mutation built by the successive
intrusions of various viruses, prehistoric apes,
infectious ideas, modernity and orchestrated
behavioural changes.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Fiona Gavino
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Marian Giles

Centrelink / Cellarbrations 2021
Naval Store (with Kraken by Phlegm)
Sandcastle
Chimera (Susan Flavell 2016)
Shipping containers (ﬁve)
Ice creams (three)
South Mole Lighthouse (green)
North Mole Lighthouse (red)
Grafﬁti warehouse
Rock pool in a bucket
Bus stop No 10280

ceramic, high-ﬁred stoneware, porcelain
11 works - c 12 x 20 x 10 cm each
$400 each
Greetings from Fremantle is a collection of
contemporary 'souvenirs' questioning as well as
celebrating aspects of life in Fremantle - including
grafﬁtied walls, construction sites, vacant shops, as
well as historic buildings, lighthouses, the port and
the beach.

Patricia Hines

Enfold 2021
glazed ceramic wings, router cut acrylic,
LED light
60 x 60 x 12 cm
$2,250

InDooR
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This work is related to the artist’s love of birds and
concerns for their future. The wings from a 28 Parrot
were found by the roadside. They are a remnant or
ﬂeeting impression of what is left. They express not
only sadness but beauty and celebrate the swiftness
and efﬁciency they once had. The router cut words
use the word TYPOGRAPHY. All early writing or mark
making was done in clay tablets and this word
expresses our modern use of such marks in its
many forms and variations.

41
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Theo Koning

Untitled #1 2021
metal, feather, wood, paint, gesso
130 x 77 x 26 cm
$2,900

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Untitled #2 2021
wood, rubber, paper mâché,
string, paint, gesso
162 x 56 x 54 cm
$2,600

42

Koning’s It’s Not Only Black and Whites series
of objects is characteristic of his love of the
found object, which extends to elegant
constructions fashioned from offcuts and
found objects. In these two recent works a
dialogue is created between shape and
colour that is almost a language of its own. In
characteristic Koning style these works are
enigmatic and whimsical with a deep
process of thought underlying their creation.
Disparate pieces come together to create
new forms that explore the formal spatial
problems of abstract sculpture. These lyrical
works are about balance, form, negative
spaces and minimal colour.
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Juliet Lea

After B for D I
After B for D I I 2021
egg shells, found objects, light ﬁttings
c 53 x 46 x 30 cm dimensions variable
I $1,100, II $1,500
Lea has created a number of illuminated egg shell
encrustations emerging from found objects.
The objects are old ceramic vases, a soup tureen, glass
shapes, and an old brass trophy (they are all vessels of
some sort). The light ﬁlters out through the cracked
eggshells. Inspired by the events of the last 2 years,
remembering all the people who have lost their lives
to Covid-19, and all the friends no longer here.

Janine McAullay Bott

Absalom 2020
palm fronds, driftwood, gum nuts,
emu feathers, Xanthorrhoea
45 x 96 x 45 cm
$2,400

InDooR
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Fly high on the wind my friend
Glide down to the sea
Rest easy on the cliff’s edge
We will always look for you there

43
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Angela McHarrie

Still life (with branches) Objects 33-36 2022
bronze and cast Hydrostone
50 x 30 x 30 cm
$7,700
This work continues McHarrie’s interest in purity, order,
line, colour, volume and spatial relationships expressed
through 'still life' assemblages. It demonstrates her
reductive approach to art making and a desire to
condense things to their elemental presence.

............................................................................................................................................
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Lia McKnight

Deep in the dark 2020
glazed ceramic, synthetic hair, tinsel,
wool, tassel fringe
82 x 32 x 12 cm
$1,450
Intrigued by the idea of secret worlds pulsing
and thriving beyond our awareness,
McKnight’s work reveals a sense of magic in
the natural world. Throughout her practice,
McKnight has returned to the core themes of
transformation and the interconnectedness
of all things. Her current work continues with
these concepts, speculating on the nature of
being by referring to the everyday alchemy of
growth and decay. 'Deep in the dark' is
inspired by banksia nuts from around the
bushland and coastline where she regularly
walks: places close to her home outside
Walyalup/Fremantle.

InDooR
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Jennie nayton

Light & shade - study 1 uses contrasting wood
tones and cut-outs combined with faceted angles.
The sculpture is a dynamic study of optical ﬁgure
ﬁeld relationships that plays with the viewer’s
perceptions. As a viewer moves around the
artwork the relationships between the four
sections change in unexpected ways creating an
illusion of movement. Nayton’s art practice is an
ongoing investigation into the cognitive processes
of perception, experience, memory and
understanding. She is fascinated by the idea that
reality can only be known through the subjective
experience of the exterior environment, through
an individual’s senses.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Light & shade - study 1 2022
Sapele and Blackwood veneer
on Birch plywood
180 x 197 x 20 cm
$5,995
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Holly o'Meehan

If only evolution could catch up
with our destruction 2022
ﬁred porcelain
15 x 150 x 150 cm
17 unique sets, $330 per set of three
A series of hand built porcelain
sculptures inspired by the 73% endemic
species out of the 681 Proteaceaes
found in the South West region of WA.
The work further explores the themes
and issues raised during O’Meehan’s
recent solo exhibition, DefenceDeﬁance
at Goolugatup Heathcote. A speculative
interpretation of the inevitable
evolution of the landscape and
vegetation, forced into action by harsh
human interference. Although a dark
and morbid reality, O’Meehan suggests
the aggressive reaction is more a
hopeful form of self-defence by the
'slow movers' of our natural
environment.

Helen Robins

Reef eulogy 2021
earthenware paper clay
30 x 30 x 15 cm
$795

InDooR
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A ceramicist living in Perth and using the
medium of paper clay, Robins creates
delicate and complex sculptures that are
inspired by coastal forms and the marine
environment. She is currently interested
in the effects of climate change and the
threat to our ocean systems, with a focus
on coral bleaching caused by rising sea
temperatures which has the potential to
destroy the reef ecosystem. Her sculpture
aims to represent the coral’s loss by
making fragile, white structures layered to
represent the reef’s damage and decline.
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nalda Searles
& Todd Israel

Goldie pulling in the red rope 2021-22
meadow hay, linen thread, ceramic eyes,
jute rope 2000 cm partially covered with
salvaged Onkaparinga blanket and stitched
with vintage Japanese cotton thread,
wooden frame
dimensions variable
$2,400

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Searles and Israel are ﬁbre textile artists highly
skilled in object making. This construction of
sticks, twigs and handmade threads embodies
their collaboration and is imbued with a sense of
coastal location and liveliness. Searles and Israel
are aunt and nephew who have worked closely
for 20 years but until now have never actually
collaborated. They are using this exciting
opportunity to present a unique work that
demonstrates their collaborative skills and ideas.

48
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Helen Seiver

Seiver has been working with a Martu friend in the
Pilbara since 2019 on a personal contribution to the
larger picture of Reconciliation. This work is
inspired by traditional Mardu Papirri, traditionally
worn on the head of all people taking part in a
discussion where it becomes the container to hold
the weight of grief present in the words. It is an
enlarged version of many made together and
represents a willingness to sit on Country and
speak the truth in the spirit of reconciliation.
This work hangs above visitors’ heads so that all
might feel the weight, the need for, reconciliation.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Papirri for reconciliation 2021
welded steel, round bar and riggers wire
30 x 230 cm diameter
$5,000
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Yuko Takahashi

Harmony 2021
bronze
variable c 7 x 37 x 10 cm
group of 5 works $7,300 or $1,500 each
Yuko aims to express the eternal harmony
that is present among various life forms in
nature. The beautiful sheaths of the palm ﬂower are
ﬂoating on the water. The playful river otters use
them like little boats. Japanese river otters are now
extinct, the last ofﬁcial sighting was on the island of
Shikoku in 1979. This artwork is a reminder of nature’s
fragility and our role as its guardians.

Cascade 2022
discarded (expired but unused) catheters,
copper wire
100 x 40 x 40 cm
$850
A chandelier like construction made from catheters
and copper wire. This work is part of Zabaneh’s MA
research into the transformative power of art
making processes. The artist’s investigation is about
the transformative experience materials encounter
through processes that can be described as slow,
labour intensive and non-traditional art making
methods.

The wave 2021
polyethylene ﬁbre, stainless steel wire,
Masonite, plywood
168 x 75.5 x c 20 cm
$1,200

InDooR

Gisela Züchner-Mogall

On average, Australians use 130 kg of plastic per
person each year, with up to 130,000 tonnes of
plastic travelling through our waterways into the
ocean. The ﬁbres of The wave form harmonious
constellations, conjuring up luminous magic and
reﬂecting the energy and perceptual discipline of
the making. Viewers may feel an urge to touch the
ﬂowing ﬁbre in order to understand the work, to
connect with it. The German verb ‘begreifen’
translates as ‘to understand’ and ‘to touch’.
I invite you to gently touch the work (with clean
hands, please). Enjoy the experience.

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

Rima Zabaneh
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V I C T o R I A Q U AY

Miik Green

prototype, pulse 122 2022
aluminium - solid bar, rolled, auto paint
200 x 150 x 150 cm
$22,000
concrete base $600
prototype, pulse 122 is composed of solid aluminium
sections: the work appears to contort and twist through
itself, to create a nested form. The sculpture’s surface
contains key colour transitions as it loops and bends
through space. Inspiration for this work draws from
selections of music, in which the score is transposed
to a physical form.

Satellite venue

Sponsored by Fremantle Ports
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Jennifer Cochrane

5 cubes 2021
galvanised pipe and pipe ﬁttings
110 x 110 x 110 cm each
$9,900

5 cubes continues an exploration into creating sculptural
works through the replication of an element using
industrial and civic materials. The cube forms are
assembled on site from pipe and ﬁttings. At the core of
Cochrane’s practice is an emphasis on process oriented
production. This production inevitably involves repetitive
labour-intensive techniques to create works that
investigate notions of interpretation and point of view.
Sponsored by Fremantle Ports

Peter Zappa

Wind wave 2022
316 marine grade stainless steel,
two pack polyurethane
320 x 300 x 55 cm
$29,500
concrete base $600
Wind wave is a kinetic wind sculpture that takes the
form of an abstracted breaking wave. The artwork
indicates which way the wind is blowing and guides
your choice as to where along the coastline you will
ﬁnd good surf or a sheltered bay to nestle in.
Wind wave is designed to conjure thoughts of a WA
summer as a stylised wave peaks and breaks with
its elongated ‘lip’ projecting in front of a silhouetted
seabird ﬂying across a setting sun.

V I C T o R I A Q U AY
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Satellite venue

Sponsored by Fremantle Ports
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Richard Aitken

Shimmer 2022
galvanised bed mattress, timber pole, aluminium ﬁsh
220 x 150 x 150 cm
$6,500
concrete base $250
Shimmer showcases the inventive ways of artistic thinking in
creating sculptures from recycled materials. A bed mattress
is an interesting object found discarded on many property
verges. Its winding springs have been a curiosity that has
initiated some innovative ideas on how to reuse this
redundant consumable. The ﬁsh inserted into the mattress
springs are designed to wiggle even in the slightest of
breezes. This constant movement means the piece
continually changes in the light. Every aspect is unique as the
ﬁsh independently 'ﬂash', much like the ﬁsh in a bait ball you
see in the ocean.

Satellite venue

Sponsored by Fremantle Ports & Capral Aluminium
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Bjoern Rainer-Adamson

Mollusk (posthuman technological) 2022
steel
120 x 400 x 400 cm
$22,000
The octopus-like creature is an artiﬁcial relic of a time
when we tried to establish a partnership with the
entity of applied science established to serve us.
We accomplish our lives by attempting to control
nature, optimising it to perfection, surrendering our
freedom, becoming slaves to immortal technology,
instead of facing the cataclysm that reality holds for
our species. The monsters we created are hiding in
corners, preparing to overthrow us at any time. Is that
the brave new world? Will technology take over and
replace us or will it lose its purpose as soon as all
humans are wiped out?

V I C T o R I A Q U AY
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Satellite venue

Sponsored by Fremantle Ports
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REPUBLIC oF FREMAnTLE

In a new initiative S@B5 presents a focused
satellite exhibition at the Republic of Fremantle,
featuring a select group of works by renowned
artist Tony Jones. The core works are revealed to the
public for the ﬁrst time and deﬁnitely warrant a
visit to Fremantle’s unique urban distillery, a short
stroll from Bathers Beach and Victoria Quay.
12 pm - 12 am Thurs- Sun, admission free
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Tony Jones

Marker 2012
steel and paint
420 x 100 x 100 cm
$7,500

Satellite venue

Shackleton 2015
recycled steel and paint
350 x 140 x 62 cm
$9,200
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South Cardinal 2020
aluminium and recycled timber
240 x 24 x 24 cm
$2,400
Keep Clear Special Mark 2020
aluminium and recycled timber
202 x 52 x 52 cm
$2,400

............................................................................................................................................

Republic of Fremantle

Tony Jones, Ben Jones
& Angela McHarrie
Cormorant 2018
bronze
83 x 42 x 22 cm
$9,200
Buff Banded Rail 2018
bronze
44.5 x 80 x 22 cm
$9,200
Rufus Night Heron 2018
bronze
55 x 45 x 22 cm
$8,800
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6-11pm 19 Feb - 7 Mar
BATHeRS BeACH, FReMAnTLe
A FRee OuTDOOR eVenT

S@B5

immerse yourself in art,
colour and light every evening

Dream it. Plan it. Book it.
visitfremantle.com.au

PUBLIC PRoGRAMS
Sculpture at Bathers 2022
60

something for everyone...

Artist-led tours

Torchlight Art tours

Tactile tours

Weekends @ 1pm
Wed-Fri @ 11am
Join us to explore the
sculptures on display with
an exhibiting S@B artist.

Thurs-Sun @ 8pm
Take in the evening
atmosphere of S@B5: GLOW
and enjoy a night-time tour
with an artist.

Tues 22 Feb-Fri 25 Feb @
10.15am and 11.30am
Visitors with disability,
families and friends are
invited to participate in a free
Tactile tour of the sculptures
with experienced DADAA
guides.

FREE EVEnT

FREE EVEnT

FREE EVEnT

Kids’ Cane Making
Workshops
Weekends @ 10am
Join exhibiting S@B artists
to create your own marineinspired ﬁsh sculpture and
decorate it with found
objects.

Book
here

Gourmet tours

Various dates @ 5.45pm
Take in an artist-led tour of
the sculptures, then enjoy
complimentary drinks and
grazing platters back at our
S@B HQ whilst the sun sets.
$25 pp

Various dates @ 5.45pm
A unique evening experience
including an exclusive artistled tour followed by premium
drinks and a gourmet seaside
seafood barbeque provided
by Bathers Beach House.
$70 pp

Artsource Workshops
with S@B artists
@ Old Customs House

Artsource Workshops
with S@B artists
@ Old Customs House

Assemblage Soft Sculpture Nalda Searles & Todd Israel
11.00am – 4.30pm, Sat 5 Mar
Artsource member $98
non-member $119

Nyoongar Fibre Creatures
with Sharyn Egan
2pm – 4pm, Sat 26 Feb
Artsource member $25
non-member $35

Crocheting in 3D with
Mikaela Castledine
3.30pm – 5.30pm, Sun 20 Feb
Artsource member $45
non-member $60

nEW EVEnT

nEW EVEnT

nEW EVEnT

Book
here

PUBLIC PRoGRAMS

Sundowner tours

Sculpture at Bathers 2022

expand your experience!
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The Town of East
Fremantle is proudly

celebrating
125 years
2 April 1897 – 2 April 2022
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The Sculpture at Bathers team would like to thank
all the artists who are part of the 2022 exhibition.
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We acknowledge both artists and photographers
Eva Fernandez, Yasmin Photo Studio, Simon Cowling
and Tegan Court (S@B 2020) for the images in this publication.
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Sculpture at Bathers acknowledges the Whadjuk people as the
traditional owners and custodians of the greater Walyalup area.
We recognise their continuous connection to culture, community and
Country and pay respects to their elders past, present and emerging.
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